The spectral efficiency of cooperative relaying in interference-limited environments in which a given channel is spatially reused is investigated. Cooperative relaying is a promising technique that uses neighboring stations to forward the data toward the destination in order to achieve spatial diversity gain. It has been reported that by introducing cooperative relaying into communication between an isolated sourcedestination pair, the error rate or spectral efficiency is generally improved. However, it is not intuitively clear whether cooperative relaying can improve the performance in interference-limited environments because the simultaneous transmission of multiple stations increases the number of interference signals. Assuming the most fundamental cooperative relaying arrangement, which consists of only one relay station, numerical results reveal that cooperative relaying is not always superior to non-cooperative single-hop and two-hop transmissions in terms of spectral efficiency. key words: cooperative relaying, multihop, area spectral efficiency, bandwidth efficiency
Introduction
Recent advancements in radio technologies and the success of the Internet have shown the potential of information systems as ubiquitous networks that are accessible from anywhere, at any time, and with any device [1] . A key enabling technology for such networks is multihop transmission. By using multihop transmission, signals are forwarded from a source to its intended destination, which can be relatively distant [2] . For this type of wide-area radio network, referred to as a multihop radio network, high spectral efficiency is required because the amount of spectrum available for wireless systems is limited. A new technique to enhance the spectral efficiency of multihop radio networks is cooperative relaying [3] - [8] .
In cooperative relaying, the source, destination, and relay stations share their resources to forward the data, which achieves spatial diversity gain against fading. The performance of cooperative relaying has mainly been evaluated in terms of error rate or spectral efficiency assuming a singleisolated communication [6] - [8] or two pairs of communications [3] , [5] . It has been reported that the introduction of cooperative relaying reduces the error rate and enhances the spectral efficiency. In particular, it has been reported that cooperative relaying outperforms non-cooperative multihop transmission in terms of spectral efficiency. One of the remaining issues in cooperative relaying is its introduction to radio communication systems, in which co-channel interference exists. It is not intuitively clear whether such cooperative relaying can improve the spectral efficiency in interference-limited environments as effectively as is expected in noise-limited environments. This is because in some cooperative relaying systems, more than one station may transmit simultaneously in order to achieve diversity gain. Simultaneous transmission inherently increases the number of co-channel interference sources, as compared to non-cooperative two-hop transmission, and it may be impossible to achieve a significant improvement, as is expected in isolated environments.
Assuming a simple but fundamental cooperative relaying arrangement, which consists of only one relay station between a source and a destination, as described in [6] , the present paper introduces a meaningful theoretical framework for analyzing two types of spectral efficiency for cooperative relaying systems: bandwidth efficiency (BE) and area spectral efficiency (ASE) in interference-limited environments. BE is defined to be the maximum end-to-end bit rate through multiple hops per unit bandwidth. ASE is defined to be the BE per unit area as defined in cellular networks [9] - [11] .
The remainder of the present paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss a system model and introduce cooperative relaying. In Sect. 3, we derive and evaluate the BE in interference-limited environments while considering the BE in noise-limited environments [6] . In Sect. 4, we investigate the ASE of cooperative relaying systems. Section 5 concludes the present paper with a summary and some final remarks.
System Model

General Assumptions
Consider a cooperative relaying system with only one relay candidate (R) located between a given source (S) and destination (D), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . Each station is equipped with an omnidirectional antenna and is assumed to be able to either transmit or receive at a given time.
Interference-Limited Environments
We assume interference-limited environments in which coCopyright c 2008 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers channel interference is dominate over the thermal noise. All interference signals are assumed to be equivalent to Gaussian noise over the channel, as in [12] (which is discussed in more detail in [10] ).
In order to represent the density of the simultaneous communication, we introduce the end-to-end carrier to interference ratio (ECIR) as follows. Consider the situation in which every source transmits directly to a designated destination regardless of whether each source-destination pair can communicate directly, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , and we designate the received carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) as being the ECIR. This ECIR is considered to be an appropriate parameter to reflect the density of the simultaneous communication since the absolute value of this density does not have meaning in the following simple model (which is discussed in more detail in [13] ). We first evaluate the BE using the ECIR as a parameter. We then show the relationship between ASE and BE, which does not depend on the ECIR.
The spectral efficiency of cooperative relaying is sensitive to several factors, particularly fairness [14] , [15] . Since the main purpose of this investigation is to examine the impact of cooperative relaying on the spectral efficiency of wireless networks, we set aside the fairness problem for now. Thus, we investigate the spectral efficiency under the condition that all communication at a given time has almost the same condition, i.e., communication methods for all transmissions are the same and ECIR is larger than γ. In addition, the interference power from the source and that from the designated relay station are assumed to be the same.
Cooperative Relaying
One technique to enable forwarding of a signal under the above assumptions is dividing the spectrum into different orthogonal time slots and allocating these slots to each transmitting station [6] . Time slots are assumed not to be synchronized among all routes.
The relay station is assumed to decode and forward the signal received from the source to the destination using two time slots and let i (= 1, 2) denote the index of the slot. We assume the following three cooperative schemes (RD, SR), (RD, R), and (R, SR) and two non-cooperative schemes, as shown in Fig. 2 , where for example (RD, SR) denotes that both R and D receive in slot 1 and both S and R transmit in slot 2.
(RD, SR) This scheme is proposed in [6] . In slot 1, both the relay station and the destination receive the signal from the source. In slot 2, both the source and the relay station transmit to the destination. (RD, R) This scheme is proposed in [5] , [16] . In slot 1, both the relay station and the destination receive the signal from the source. In slot 2, only the relay station transmits to the destination. (R, SR) This scheme is also proposed in [5] , [16] . In slot 1, only the relay station receives the signal from the source. In slot 2, both the source and the relay station transmit to the destination. Single-hop In slots 1 and 2, the source transmits directly to the destination. Two-hop In slot 1, only the relay station receives the signal from the source. In slot 2, only relay station transmits to the destination.
Bandwidth Efficiency
Analysis
In this section, we modify the performance expressions of cooperative relaying in [6] in order to investigate the effect of co-channel interference.
Cooperative Relaying (RD, SR)
The signal transmitted by the source in slot i is denoted as x i . Let I i denote the interference power in slot i. The signal received by the relay station in slot 1 is then given by
where E SR denotes the average signal energy at the relay station, h SR denotes a complex unit-power channel gain, and n R,1 ∼ CN(0, I 1 ) is interference treated as Gaussian noise process in slot 1. Similar to (1), the signals received by the destination in slots 1 and 2 are given by
where E SD and E RD denote the average signal energy at the destination through S-D and R-D links, h SD and h RD denote complex unit-power channel gains through S-D and R-D links, and n D,i ∼ CN(0, I i ) is interference treated as Gaussian noise process in slot i. Let I denote the interference power when every source transmits directly to a designated destination as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Then the average received ECIR can be written as γ = E SD /I. In addition, let λ i = I/I i , μ = E SR /E SD , and ν = E RD /E SD , we can rewrite (2) as
where
In the following, we assume a frequency-flat block fading channel, the relay station has the perfect information of h SR , and the destination has the perfect information of h SD and h RD . In order for the relay station to be able to decode the signal, the transmission rate in slot 1, R 1 , must satisfy
In addition, in order to decode at the destination, the transmission rate in slot i, R i , must satisfy
where a denote the first column of A and · is the Euclidean norm. In addition, since the relation between input and output (3) can be treated as a multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) channel, the sum rate R 1 + R 2 must satisfy
where I 2 denotes the identity matrix of size 2, rather than the interference power. Since the sum rate R 1 + R 2 must satisfy the capacity for the receptions at both the relay station and the destination, the sum rate is constrained by
(more details in [6] ). Ergodic capacity as a function of ECIR γ can be expressed as
where the factor 1/2 represents two slots required for this scheme and E denotes the expectation operator.
Cooperative Relaying (RD, R)
Since the source does not transmit in slot 2, unlike the scheme (RD, SR), the received signals can be written as
The transmission rate R 1 has to satisfy the capacity constraint for the receptions at both the relay station and the destination as
Ergodic capacity can be expressed as
Cooperative Relaying (R, SR)
Since the destination does not receive in slot 1, unlike the scheme (RD, SR), the received signal can be written as
where b T is the second row of A. Since this relation can be treated as a multiple-input single-output (MISO) channel, the sum rate R 1 + R 2 must satisfy
In addition, the sum rate must satisfy the capacity constraint for the reception at the relay station,
Single-Hop Transmission
The signal received by the destination in slot i is given by
The transmission rate must satisfy
Since for single-hop transmission there is no difference in capacity between both slots 1 and 2, ergodic capacity can be expressed as
3.1.5 Two-Hop Transmission Two-hop transmission is different from cooperative relaying (RD, R) in that the destination does not receive in slot 1. By eliminating the factor related to the S-D path in (13), we obtain the ergodic capacity of the two-hop channel There are two types of transmission in terms of the number of transmitters in a route. When using schemes (RD, SR) or (R, SR) both the source and the relay station transmit in slot 2, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , resulting in doubled interference signals compared to other situations in which either the source or the relay station transmit during a given time.
We then consider the resultant CIR when using schemes (RD, SR) or (R, SR). When assuming different transmissions are not synchronized, on average, in half of the routes both the source and the relay station transmit simultaneously, and in the other half of the routes either the source alone or the relay station alone transmits. Therefore, the number of interference signals is increased by a factor of 3/2, and the received CIR in the (RD, SR) and (R, SR) is approximately 2/3 of that in the other schemes. Table 1 summarizes the ratio of interference power λ i for each scheme. Table 2 summarizes the parameters used in the following evaluation. The complex channel gains h SD , h SR , and h RD are assumed to be i.i.d. CN(0, 1), i.e., Rayleigh fading. We assume path loss with the path loss exponent α. For the sake of simplicity, the effect of shadowing is not considered. Since the interference-limited situation is assumed, the absolute value of transmit power does not have an impact on the received CIR. Thus, the transmit power is assumed to be the same for all stations. Note that it is not fair to compare these schemes in terms of power consumption.
Numerical Results
Let (x R , y R ) denote the position of the relay station when assuming the positions of the source and the destination are (0, 0) and (1, 0). Unless otherwise specified, the relay station is assumed to be on the center point of a straight line segment from the source to the destination ((x R , y R ) = (0.5, 0), i.e. μ = ν = 2 α ). While these assumptions are not necessarily realistic, they do enable us to gain insight into the design of cooperative relaying systems.
Noise-Limited Environments
For comparison, we first evaluate the BE of single-isolated communication, i.e., in noise-limited environments. The BE in noise-limited environments can be obtained by substituting λ 1 = λ 2 = 1 into Eqs. (10), (13) , (16), (19), and (20), and replacing ECIR with the end-to-end carrier to noise ratio (ECNR), which is the received CNR at the destination regardless of whether the source and destination can communicate directly. The ECNR is a parameter that reflects both the transmit power per station and the end-to-end distance [13] . This substitution results in the same expression on ergodic capacity as described in [6] being obtained. Figure 3 shows the BE in noise-limited environments. The (RD, SR) scheme always outperforms the other two cooperative relaying schemes because only this scheme has the same multiplexing gain as in MIMO, as shown in (8) . In addition, (R, SR) always outperforms (RD, R). Note that these relationships are still preserved for any particular position of the relay station [6] .
Let us next compare the (RD, SR) and non-cooperative single-hop transmission. Since λ 1 = λ 2 = 1, and assum-
which demonstrates that (RD, SR) outperforms single-hop transmission. Two-hop transmission and (RD, R) have almost the same performance. This is because the first term dominates in Eq. (13) and both the first and second terms in Eq. (20) have approximately the same value as the dominant first term in Eq. (13) due to the assumption that the relay station is located at the center between the source and the destination. Figure 4 shows the BE in interference-limited environments. The technique to achieve the highest BE is changed from single-hop transmission to the (RD, SR) scheme and then to two-hop transmission and the (RD, R) scheme. Note that, in contrast to the noise-limited situation, (RD, SR) is not always superior to the other four schemes because of the reduction in each CIR value due to the simultaneous transmission of the source and the relay station in slot 2. On the other hand, (RD, R) or two-hop transmissions do not have an impact on the number of simultaneous transmissions compared to single-hop transmissions.
Interference-Limited Environments
In noise-limited environments, the advantage of (RD, SR) over (RD, R) and (R, SR) depends on neither ECNR nor the position of the relay station [6] . As described above, however, in interference-limited environments, the advantage depends on the ECIR and may also depend on the position of the relay station. Figure 5 shows the dependence of the technique achieving the highest BE on the position of the relay station (x R , y R ). When the ECIR is high, singlehop transmission achieves the highest BE for most positions of the relay station, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , and cooperative relaying achieves the highest BE only if a relay station near the destination can be used. Along with the reduction in the ECIR, the area where cooperative relaying achieves the highest BE is expanded, as shown in Figs. 5(b) to 5(d) .
The effective area of cooperative relaying is approximately an overlapped area of two intersecting circles, the centers of which are located at the source and the destination. The effective area of (RD, R) is located nearer to the source than that of (RD, SR) and (R, SR) because when using (RD, R) and the relay station cannot decode the signal, the destination does not receive any signal in slot 2, and thus the BE of (RD, R) is more highly dependent on the capacity of the link between the source and the relay station (the first term in (13)) compared to (RD, SR) and (R, SR).
Computer Simulation
In order to verify the assumption concerning the interference described in Sects. 2.2 (recall that the ECIR's of all simultaneous communication pairs are greater than γ and the Fig. 4 Bandwidth efficiency in interference-limited environments, (x R , y R ) = (0.5, 0).
Fig. 5
Most effective technique to achieve high bandwidth efficiency, α = 3.5. When the relay station is in a non-dotted area, single-hop transmission is the most effective technique.
interference power from the source and that from the designated relay station are assumed to be the same) and 3.1.6 (recall that the received CIR of (RD, SR) and (R, SR) is approximately 2/3 that of other cases), a computer simulation is used to evaluate the BE in random networks. Table 3 summarizes the parameters used in the simulation. Source-destination pairs are uniformly and independently distributed in a two-dimensional square area and remain stationary throughout the evaluation. The distance between the source and the destination is set to be less than 500 m.
The relay station is assumed to be located at the midpoint of a straight line segment that runs from the source to the destination because the purpose of this simulation is to verify the above assumptions in the analytical evaluation, and not to evaluate the impact of route selection. It is expected that similar results will be obtained according to the number of relay stations when there are uniformly and independently distributed relay stations and we select the relay station nearest to the center point.
Since the purpose of the present paper is to evaluate the impact of simultaneous communication on the capacity of cooperative relaying, each station pair is assumed to continuously communicate using the same power and same communication scheme only when the received carrier power at the source from already transmitting sources below a certain threshold. After the above procedure has been completed for all of the sources, the CIR's of S-R, R-D, and S-D are calculated, and based on these CIR's the ECIR and BE are evaluated. The threshold of this simple carrier sensing mechanism is used as a parameter to change the density of the simultaneous communication. Figure 6 shows the BE. The order of performance is the same as that from numerical evaluations, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Thus the results validate the assumption used in 
Area Spectral Efficiency
In radio communication systems, spatial channel reuse has a large impact on the ASE. In a single-hop transmission scenario, the decrease in the required CIR allows more simultaneous communications in a given area. However, each station should transmit at a lower rate. In addition, the introduction of two-hop transmission or cooperative relaying can decrease the required ECIR and allow more simultaneous communications.
In [13] , we reported that the tradeoff between the ASE and BE of each communication is such that the use of multihop transmission can increase the ASE. Next, we investigate the impact on this tradeoff of the introduction of cooperative relaying. Under the assumptions described in Sect. 2.2, the ASE is the product of the BE and the density of the simultaneous communication.
Analysis
Recall that we have assumed that the ECIR's of all simultaneous communication pairs are greater than γ and that the communication schemes of all station pairs are the same. Let ρ(γ) denote the density of the simultaneous communication achieving the given ECIR γ.
For comparison, we also consider single-hop radio networks with QPSK. Let γ QPSK denote the required carrier-tointerference plus noise ratio (CINR) for QPSK, which satisfies BE = 2. In order to satisfy γ QPSK , we assume that the distances between simultaneous communications need to be multiplied by z, while maintaining the distance between the source and the destination. The interference power is then reduced to roughly 1/z α of the given network, so that the ECIR's of all transmissions satisfy the following condition:
Let ρ QPSK be the density of the simultaneous communication, and let η QPSK be the ASE of single-hop transmission with QPSK. The density of the simultaneous communication is reduced to roughly 1/z 2 of the given network
Since the BE of QPSK is 2, the ASE of single-hop transmission with QPSK is expressed as the product of the BE and the density of the simultaneous communication
Solving (23) for ρ(γ) yields
The ASE of the given network is approximated by the product of ρ(γ) and BE calculated in Sect. 3. Figure 7 shows the ASE for the two different path loss exponents α, where the absolute value of η QPSK depends on the specific value of the path loss exponent α. Therefore, there is no way to conduct a direct comparison between Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Along with the decrease in ECIR, two-hop transmission outperforms single-hop transmission. Note that in terms of both BE in noise-limited environments in Fig. 3(b) and ASE in Fig. 7(b) , the performances of two-hop and single-hop transmissions intersect at the same ECINR. However, since the use of (RD, SR) or (R, SR) increases the number of interference, the performances of (RD, SR) and other schemes do not intersect at exactly the same ECINR. Therefore, in order to evaluate the ASE of cooperative relaying, it is necessary to take into account the increase in the number of interference.
Numerical Evaluations
The tradeoff between ASE and BE [13] indicates that there is an achievable region of ASE and BE. Figure 8 shows that (RD, SR) expands the achievable region compared to single-hop and two-hop transmissions, where 0.5 < BE < 4 (α = 2) and 2 < BE < 6 (α = 3.5). Note that, this tradeoff does not depend on the ECIR. Therefore, this type of cooperative relaying is truly effective for increasing the spectral efficiency of wireless systems. 
Concluding Remarks
Assuming the most fundamental cooperative relaying, we have examined two types of spectral efficiency. First, we investigated the spectral efficiency per communication, which is referred to as the bandwidth efficiency. Numerical results revealed that the advantage of cooperative relaying in interference-limited environments depends on the density of the simultaneous transmission because of the increase in the number of interference signals, but does not depend on the density in noise-limited environments.
Next, we examined the impact of cooperative relaying on the tradeoff between bandwidth efficiency and overall spectral efficiency of wireless networks, referred to as the area spectral efficiency. The numerical results also reveal that the use of cooperative relaying expands the achievable region of area spectral efficiency and bandwidth efficiency compared to non-cooperative single-hop and two-hop transmissions. We would like to emphasize that the purpose of the present paper is to clarify the circumstances under which cooperative relaying outperforms non-cooperative single-hop or two-hop transmission. We hope that the results presented in the present paper will provide insights that are useful in designing cooperative relaying systems. Further research is required for route selections in cooperative relaying.
